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Editor’s Note

Dear reader,

 Summer over Nottingham is slowly rolling in, and I am sat here 
with a cold, writing this under damp skies. Hopefully, by the time you 
read this from your favourite chair in your favourite café, the pages will be 
illuminated by brilliant, natural light.

 The writing in these pages is, as usual, beyond varied. From many 
types of death to the art of making coffee, and with more illustration and 
description than you can shake a pencil at, this is our most visual issue yet. 
Thank you to everyone who submitted writings and drawings for us. It 
would be lovely to hear from you, reader, your thoughts on their hard work.
Details on how to get in touch are at the back of this issue.

 Sadly, this is my last Firelight as editor for the Creative Writing 
Society. In my short year-long stint of editorship, I’ve rebranded it, 
redesigned it, distributed it beyond its sad little stand in the Portland 
building, and broken the curse of getting heinously ill and/or not getting 
it printed on time. I’ve really enjoyed reading the musings of our members 
and working with the lovely illustrators of our gorgeous front covers. I’m 
incredibly proud of what we’ve all achieved. I now pass on the torch to 
the next elected editor, Charlotte Hammond, and wish her all the best in 
helping to make Firelight a success.

Happy reading!

Claire Miller, 
The Editor
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At Sunset
by William Phillips

The sun dipped down below the horizon, as of a pendulum swinging 
slowly and surely from one apex to another.

Purple, cloudy fingers stretched out across the evening sky, fingers of 
some ancient entity clutching at the remnants of twilight. The lower the 
sun swung the longer and thinner the fingers became, the desperation of 
the sunlight throwing one final gambit against the night.

The glow of the setting sun glittered on the surface of the water, a 
mirage of some golden hoard as sat on by a burnished dragon. The ripple 
of ocean waves sends scattered coins flitting across the darkened plain.

The curving wings of the inlet pushed up against the edges of the sky, 
encircling the distant luminescence like cupped hands, seeking to capture 
whatever radiance remained at sunset.

Where ocean gives way to land, the white sand of the beach throws 
up the scattered glint of the distant sun in a dizzying, fractal pattern, 
enunciating imagined patterns. It looks for a moment almost as if it were 
made of glass, and painted with intoxicating, spiralling patterns.

The pale sands are interrupted by the encroachment of black earth, the 
tumble of an eager land moving towards a golden brilliance. In the setting 
sun their darkness is only accentuated, transforming dark stone into coal-
dark pits, imagined depths where the world seems to stop.

Curious, that such aberrant debris could fall from the verdant green 
ridges, vivid swathes of bright viridian. The darkening remnants of sunset 
transformed the grassy fields into stretches of shimmering emerald, dotted 
and studded by points of colour - rubies, sapphires and pearls, flowers 
transmuted into diamond offerings.

And then that grassy expanse stretches into infinity, rolling hills of 

At Sunset

envious green extending outwards, further and further, dimmer and 
dimmer, until one can hardly tell the difference between sky and ground, 
and the whole world seems one long tunnel, pointed into the heart of the 
lustrous, setting sun.
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The Newest Supernova
by Katherine Gomes

Drifting together, suspended in nothingness, 
Glacial faces 
Weightlessness

 
Toying with ‘perhaps’ and if we deserved this 
Making way and shifting over 
For the newest supernova

 
Burning eyes  
to witness the spectacular 
lips that fail 
to perform the vernacular

 
As mouths become clogged with melted sight

 
from eyes which dripped in blinding light 
I fumble for your hand. You clasp mine tight 
And a star that dies sees us burn as bright.

Illustration by Katherine Gomes
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Regulations
by Daniel Wilson

5 Years Before the Battle of Alpha Centauri

TAS Aed, Ross 154 System

They were right there. Fleeing like the cowards they were; like they 
always did. Within weapons range, but too far to reliably disable them 
without also destroying them. He couldn’t do anything. Not yet. Not until 
the gradually closing gap was small enough.

This was how it always played out with these particular pirates. They’d 
attack civilian shipping, flee at the first sign of a response, and hide 
amongst the hundreds of other ships in the system. Nobody had been able 
to catch them so far. It had driven Rear Admiral Bell’s predecessor into an 
early retirement.

At this rate, Bell suspected it would do the same for him.

Whoever these pirates were, they knew that regulations prohibited 
him from taking lethal action if they posed no immediate threat to life. 
They knew the engagement range of every ship they faced. They knew its 
acceleration.

Except that this time, they were wrong. A Tuatha Dé Danann-class 
cruiser was designed to go up to 7g; against his engineering crew’s advice, 
Bell had had the Aed go all the way up to 9g.

The pirates clearly hadn’t been expecting such a fast response. They’d 
abandoned their victim – a starliner called the SS Traveller – in a hurry, 
frantically burning away towards the safety of the local shipping traffic as 
fast as their engines would allow.

But not fast enough, Bell thought, grinning menacingly even as he 
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struggled to hold onto consciousness.

“Admiral,” one of his officers groaned. Lieutenant Commander 
Wouters, Communications. “The Traveller is…broadcasting a…more 
urgent distress signal. Their…life support systems are…failing.”

Damn it. The rest of the patrol was still too far out to be any help. If he 
continued the pursuit, the Traveller’s passengers and crew would be dead 
before he could return. If he stopped to assist, the pirates would get away. 
Again.

But that was what he had to do. There were thousands of innocent 
people on that liner. He couldn’t sacrifice them to catch the pirates.

“Cut engines,” Bell croaked, fighting the weight on his chest. “Flip us...
around and...begin deceleration burn.”

The roar of the engines faded into a low hum. The acceleration 
vanished in an instant. He could breathe again. Colour returned to his 
vision.

Then he was spinning, the cruiser pitching up and flipping over 
dizzyingly fast. And just as it reached the end of the manoeuvre, the weight 
on his chest hit him like a bus. This time, exhausted from the previous 
burn, he could do little to stop his consciousness from slipping away.

When he came to, the Aed was at a relative stop. On his tactical display, 
the Traveller was 400 metres away. The rest of his patrol were closer, but 
still too far away to help. The pirates were still in weapons range, but they 
wouldn’t be for much longer.

Next time, he thought bitterly. Next time, he would catch them.

“Prepare shuttles and relief teams,” he ordered. “They are to tend to the 
wounded and repair the Traveller’s life support if they can, or evacuate to 
the Aed if they can’t.”

He didn’t need to do much else for the moment. His crew were 
competent; they didn’t need his micromanagement. Instead, he monitored 
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the situation. No deaths and few injuries, with the most seriously wounded 
being prepared for evacuation to the Aed’s more sophisticated medical 
facilities. And, he noted with some satisfaction, some of the pirates had 
been left behind in the hasty retreat. They’d been rounded up by the 
Marines and would soon be contained in the Aed’s brig.

“Admiral, we have a problem,” said Lieutenant Valentinov, on the 
engineering station. “The Traveller’s reactor is missing some critical 
components. We think the pirates may have taken them.”

“Well, if we have to tow them back to O’Connell—”

“No, Admiral, you don’t understand,” Valentinov interrupted. “Those 
parts were crucial to reactor containment. The magnets could fail at any 
moment, and if they do…”

The Lieutenant didn’t need to say what would happen. Everyone who 
worked in space knew.

“We’re trying to fix it, but…we don’t know how long that’ll take, or 
how long we have.”

“Start evacuating the Traveller,” Bell ordered. “Children first, then adult 
passengers, then crew, and our people off las—”

He didn’t get to finish his sentence. On the main viewscreen, a thermal 
image of the Traveller appeared. The hotspot near the rear – the reactor – 
grew brighter, then began to expand.

“Get them out of there,” Bell barked. “Now!”

But it was too late. The hotspot grew, and grew, and grew. On the visual 
image, windows shattered along the length of the ship, gouts of bright 
purple plasma spewing forth. And the last he heard of the thousands of 
people aboard the Traveller were their desperate pleas.

Silence descended over the flag bridge. Nobody said anything. Did 
anything. Bell stared at the viewscreen, too shocked to think or act as 
the Traveller and all aboard died before him. Wouters tried and failed to 

contain a sob; Valentinov growled and slammed a fist onto his console with 
the crunch of cracking glass.

“Report,” Bell choked out.

The crew looked at one another, a wordless conversation playing out 
between them as they decided who was to speak up first.

Valentinov, it seemed, drew the short straw. “We’re fine,” he said, his 
voice strained. “Plasma scorched the armour a bit, but other than that…no 
damage reports.”

“And the Traveller?” Bell prompted. He knew what the answer would 
be, but he had to ask. If there was just the smallest chance that someone 
had survived…

“The plasma spread throughout the ship,” Valentinov spat. “The interior 
is at several thousand degrees. Most of it would have been melted in the 
reactor breach. There’s nothing alive on there, Sir.”

“There wasn’t time to get anyone off,” added Lieutenant Commander 
Renard, on the operations station. “I’m sorry, Admiral.”

Bell’s eyes flicked up to the tactical display. To the fleeing pirate ship. 
Anger bubbled up from deep within him, rising through his chest and 
throat and into his temples. A pressure built up inside his skull, the only 
way to relieve it the utterance of three words: “target that ship.”

Nobody said anything at first.

Then Lieutenant Paulsen turned in her seat at the tactical station, a 
conflicted expression on her face. “Sir, the regulations—”

“I don’t care about the regulations!” Bell roared. “Target. That. Ship!”

“Aye, Admiral,” Paulsen said quietly, turning back to her console and 
tapping it a few times. “Targeting solution plotted.”

“Fire,” Bell snarled.

Paulsen tapped her console. A new icon appeared on the display, rapidly 

Regulations
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accelerating away from the Aed. A missile.

“No escape,” Bell murmured, eyes fixed on a magnified image of the 
pirate ship. “Not this time.”

The missile tore through the thin plating at the rear of the ship and 
detonated. Flame erupted from the breach as the fleeing vessel was torn 
apart.

Okey Cokey
by Matthew Bird

A group of hooded figures chanted around the fire. The man with the 
tallest hood stood closer to the fire than the others. ‘Put your left leg in,’ 
they chanted. The tall-hooded man thrust his left leg into the fire. ‘Take 
your left leg out.’ He quickly pulled his leg out. It was charred, but the tall-
hooded priest did not care. ‘In out, in out, shake it all about.’ The priest 
obliged. He cried out ‘you do the okey cokey and you turn around.’ The 
other hooded people rotated on the spot, then shouted with great might, 
‘that’s what it’s all about.’

His left leg was on fire. ‘Oh, the mighty okey cokey.’ They said in 
praiseful unison. ‘Oh, the mighty okey cokey. Oh, the mighty okey cokey.’

The ghost of a dragon rose from the flames and danced around the 
priest’s leg. Everyone called out ‘knees bent, arms stretched.’ As they 
squatted. The ghost responded, ‘rah rah rah,’ then vanished in a puff of 
smoke.

They repeated the ritual. The priest’s right leg was now on fire. Then his 
arms. Finally, the moment had come.

‘Put your whole self in.’

The priest stepped into the flames.

‘Your whole self out.’ He retreated.

‘In out in out shake it all about.’ The priest did something 
approximating a vertical worm dance. He was entirely on fire. If he was 
screaming the chants drowned it out. 

‘Oh, the mighty okey cokey. Oh, the mighty okey cokey. Oh, the 
mighty okey cokey.’

The priest fell to the floor. The dragon did not come.

‘Oh bugger,’ Fred said pulling off his hood. ‘I thought it would work  
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this time.’

‘I tell you,’ Bill said, ‘the YMCA is how you do it.’

‘Maybe next week. Pub?’

The hooded figures left the campfire to engulf the body and hide their 
terrible deed. One day, they would make a mother fricking dragon.

Illustration by Matthew Carter
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Potionmaking
by Ed Wallace

There are many, so many who say that simply acquiring them is the 
hardest part. So difficult and so dangerous as to render the entire exercise 
all but pointless. Retrieval, that is the first step. One must first gather the 
requisite ingredients, one rare and one so commonplace as to fall from 
the heavens above. But the other. The other is only to be found half the 
known world away. Past the edge on the very cusp of the unknown. Deep 
within steaming jungles and up the sides of temperate mountains one 
must venture, or pay others to go in your stead, in search of small, dark 
violet fruit that grows in clusters. Ripening, as they will. Hand and eye of 
whomever so seeks them must be discerning to the utmost. For only the 
ripest and most ready fruit will produce the desired effect. Anything else 
will in almost all cases fall short. Substandard is as substandard does.

 Next is a period of relative ease. The fruits must be gathered 
and fleshed. Reddish-indigo carcass discarded. Perhaps set aside for an 
alternative use, if one is of a wasteless mind. For is it the stone that is the 
purpose of the effort, and provides the second ingredient. However, one 
does not simply mix wheat with yeast and water to make bread; first the 
ingredients must be prepared. For common water this is artless. Heat, 
applied liberally until the boil. The basis of almost all creations based on 
the simple, ubiquitous liquid. But for the active component, for the secret 
and powerful reagent, a more complex and subtle process is required. The 
seeds of the fruit must be dried -beneath the sun is best - and preferably in 
the baking heat of their natural lands. Then, fire must be stoked, an oven 
prepared, and they must be roasted in order to unlock the magical potency 
contained within. A delicate process that requires skill and practice to not 
overdo and thus ruin the precious harvest. After, it is time to ship them 
back across the seas to the laboratory, for the final processes are byzantine.

 Mortar and pestle are required now; the alchemist’s staple. To grind 

and grind and grind the dried and roasted kernels into a fine powder. The 
powder of many varieties of the roasted nuts may be blended to alter the  
 
final properties of the potion, though they are mostly a cosmetic, taste-
enhancing phenomena.

Finally, it is time for combination. This process is again simple after the 
complexities of composing an artful blend and achieving a perfect roast. 
Fundamentally, it is the most simple of scientific methods; suspension. 
Boiled water, cooled but slightly, added to the ground powder of the rare 
fruit’s stone. But there is art to be found here as well. In the judging of 
time and heat, in the selection of vessel for the combination, suspension 
and filtration of the grounds. Some prefer the thinnest stretch of gauze or 
paper, others a finely wrought wire mesh. Some to allow the natural forces 
to act upon the suspension, whilst different traditions hold that pressure 
may be applied to alleviate and reduce the timings. Regardless, in success 
the concocter has managed to create a marvel of Creation. A potion of 
vigour and life - energy in liquid form.

Potionmaking
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London’s Jungle
by Kayleigh Moore

It is unusually hot in London for April; as soon as I get off the tube at 
Regent Street, I regret the decision to wear a turtleneck jumper and thick 
black tights with my cute suede skirt. Following the string of commuters 
up the steps onto street level, I can hear the sighs of fellow Londoner’s 
realising they have all made the same mistakes as I have today.

The lure of the air-conditioning in my office causes me to walk with 
greater urgency than normal and I blame this desire for the blissful, cool 
air as to why it took me so long to notice that everyone else seemed to be 
moving much slower than normal. And I’m not talking about the normal 
slow tourists that clog up the city. I mean everyone. I properly look up 
from my phone that I had been glued to since emerging onto the street 
and as I open my eyes a toucan glides past me, its bright orange beak 
sticking out against the dreary grey backdrop of London. Yet this is not 
the only animal to grace the usually fast-paced Regent Street that has 
almost come to a standstill. Commuters and tourists alike gaze at their 
surroundings in a dreamlike state. A family of spider monkeys appear to 
be working their way along the shop fronts, swinging from window to 
window and occasionally landing on confused passers-by, screeching and 
cackling as they go. 

I’ve come to a complete stop now, baffled by the presence of so many 
animals that all appear to have been dropped in central London straight 
out of the Amazon rainforest. To even begin processing the presence of 
such beautifully exotic creatures seems too immense, so instead I just stand 
there and take it all in. Admiring the beauty of every monkey, sloth, toucan 
and big cat as they parade themselves through the streets, capturing the 
minds of those in London that actually looked up from their phones for 
just one second that day.

A Humble Firework
by Ravi Kakkad

Me. I am me. I am red and flying and full of light. The stars are nothing 
compared to me at my brightest, surrounded by a spiral of supernovas, by 
meteors, by comets, by the entirety of the universe. The air, the wonderful 
wind that streams along my body, comes alive with the shining fragments 
of my soul, with the shimmering essence of me that ripples across space 
and time, burning itself – burning myself – into the eyes of the awed 
crowd here to watch me glow.

Once I have illuminated the night sky, I will fall like Icarus, burned 
by the Sun that is me. Like Lucifer, cast out by the deity that is me. I, a 
humble firework, will fall to the Earth and the Earth will be more beautiful 
for it.
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The See-Through Garden
by Claire Miller

From the first drop 
the rubbish takes root, 
and out of the rot 
grow translucent shoots.  
Fifty-one million 
plastic petals  
peppering fields. 
Metal trees tip 
bag-strip-billowing 
branches like willow 
to water. 
An elastic river  
slaps sludge on banks of  
sewage-chewed tampons, 
floating holes and corpse throes. 
The garden grows.

 
We sit on the lot, 
a grease-spot box for a blanket, 
watching life seep  
from every stem, unstemmable, 
and this time secateurs won’t cut it.

Acoustic
by Ellie Maynard

Snippets of conversation and a kaleidoscope of colours slide over each other, 
clamouring for attention. 

 
Chaos. 
An assault without escape.

 
The deafening silence of the office clambers its way into your chest and 
pushes down.

 
It’s close-but-not-quite suffocating, hardening into lead – 
Ricocheting around your ribcage leaving guilt and phantom gouges in your 
skin. 

 
Your heart pounds and with each beat warmth presses unbidden against 
your eyeballs.

 
Unacceptable.

 
You open the window and surreptitiously shred paper from the notebook in 
front of you.
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Begin the New Phase, It’s a New Phase
by Madeleine Roche

The old school bus is cold but it’s a shelter from the wind and no-one 
will find her here. Or at least, it won’t be the first place they’ll search. She 
can spend the night here, perhaps two or three if she’s lucky. If she stays 
another night, she could even make a fire and cook something – warm 
soup sounds good right now. 

She could use her magic but that’s what got her into this mess, so she 
doesn’t want to rely on that until she truly needs it. The police are probably 
tracking magic users by now anyway. That’s usually their first step once 
they find out an incident was magic related. It’s fair enough really, but it 
reminds her of the strict regulations magic users are constantly fighting 
against. 

It’s not like they’re dangerous. It’s not like she’s dangerous. It’s not like 
it was meant to happen, she thinks, as she sits down on one of the seats 
which groans under her weight. She’d come so far controlling her magic, 
but it all went to shit in a primal moment of fear. She closes her eyes but 
tears still slip down her face. She remembers unwanted hands up her skirt 
and repeated whispers of no. Then she snapped. He was sent across the 
room, knocked out cold. 

He didn’t die. But a part of her did. 

She didn’t know what to do. With no plan, she had scrambled out of 
his office, out of the university building and into her halls as fast as she 
could. She packed up as much as she could fit in a rucksack, let out a 
sob, tipped it all out onto her bed and packed it again in a way that made 
sense. She didn’t need her lecture notes on medieval England, but she 
needed her oldest spell book, food and all her pairs of underwear, even the 
uncomfortable ones. 

She left after a quick, heart-wrenching once-over and spent the first 

three nights at a friend’s house. By the morning of the fourth day, she felt 
so uneasy that she had to leave. She could feel them closing in and she 
didn’t want her friend caught up in this.

That’s how she ended up here, in a wasteland filled with unwanted shit: 
broken trollies, a wheelbarrow without the wheel and cars missing multiple 
parts. It kind of feels right. She chose the bus because it was big; she could 
comfortably lie down in it and not wake up with a crick in her back. 

Perhaps tomorrow morning she can scavenge to see if any of the 
vehicles actually work. It’d be good to have a car, she thinks, looking out 
the window at the wrecks around her. It’d be good to have a plan, a home.

That’s tomorrow’s worry anyway. She slips off the seat onto the floor, 
the cold already seeping into her skin, and pulls her coat tightly around 
her. She drags her rucksack towards her to use as a pillow. She thinks of her 
grandmother and her kind smile and the witch Nana used to tutor as she 
falls into a half-conscious sleep.

She wakes up with a headache, a dry mouth and the image of the same 
witch she fell asleep thinking about behind her eyelids. Sitting up, she rubs 
her eyes and tries to remember the witch’s name. Or rather, pretends like 
she doesn’t have the name already memorised. Gwen Hook. 

Her grandmother tutored Gwen when she was a young girl. Even then, 
she knew she was a powerful witch who could do complex spells with ease, 
but she soon realised that her slight obsession with the other witch was 
more than just admiration at her affinity with magic. She lived in the same 
small town as her grandmother before she died, a small town away from 
the police and hunters and non-magic users who probably wanted her head 
by now.

She closes her eyes for a calming moment. She gets to work.

She spends two days finding the missing parts of an old truck which 
still sparked to life after a quick jump start, stealing stagnant petrol from 

Begin the New Phase, It’s A New Phase
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other cars to fuel it and finding a crumpled OS map in the glove box of 
a rusty car without a roof. On the morning of the third day and almost a 
week since it happened, she puts her bag on the passenger seat, starts the 
car engine, leaves the door open and lays the map out on the grass in front 
of her. She closes her eyes, focuses and feels a zap of electricity through her 
fingertips and then, yes, she knows where to find Gwen. 

Unfortunately, doing a simple location spell also means the police will 
be alerted that magic has been used here. They won’t know what magic has 
been done but she can bet police cars and the rest of the mob will be here 
within the next half an hour.

So she screws up the map, lobs it on the passenger seat, gets in the truck 
and drives.

She drives for hours until the truck is spluttering through its last few 
miles and she has to abandon it at the side of the road and walk a mile and 
a half to reach a small house in a small town that smells like her childhood. 
She tightens her grip on the straps of her rucksack and walks to the front 
door.

The door opens before she can knock.

“Calla Crane,” Gwen says softly, and she’s grown so beautifully into 
adulthood that Calla wants to stop and stare. “What have you done?”

Small Fish in a Big World
by Sana Khan

I look around. Swarms of people surrounding me, the walls finally 
closing in. The sounds of chitter chatter and footsteps contribute to my 
anxiety. The world spiralling all around me. I was out of my safe space, 
my comfort zone. Sometimes, I’d count to ten in the hopes of calming 
down my nerves or close my eyes to shut the world off. These distraction 
methods didn’t always work, mind you. 

I never used to feel this way. Not the way in which I would experience 
high levels of suffocation and constant sensory overload. And definitely not 
in the way in which all I would do was hide in my room, all day, every day. 

I had become someone, someone I had never known, someone who was 
the complete parallel to who I knew myself to be. Someone who let their 
deepest insecurities take control of them, and who hated themselves.

“You’ll get over it,” they’d say. “It’s just a phase, life is all about the ups 
and down.”

I used to believe it, thinking that one day, it would all end. Thinking 
that everything would disappear. Except I was naïve, foolish to think that 
at the flick of a button; my life would change. Thinking that I would wake 
up happy, and rid of the thoughts and difficulties. 

I’m not sure when it began, when I changed. It just appeared, as if it 
was always there; all along. I stopped wanting to do the things I loved and 
enjoyed. All I wanted to do was bury my head under my duvet to avoid 
everything and everyone.

Everything just gradually built up, like a manifestation of a disease. 
First, it was the zoning out during social gatherings and the constant 
feeling of needing oxygen every five seconds. Then, I slowly became a 
social pariah and I took solace in the comfort of my bedroom, away from 
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everyone. It then descended into cutting contact with the people closest to 
me and just wanting to disappear forever.

It’s not everyday that I feel like this. A prisoner in my own body. A 
contrasted reflection in the mirror. It’s just, sometimes, my mind can’t 
handle anything and goes into overload. I wake up, imagining that its all 
over, except it’s not and possibly never will be.

I turn around and see all the faces around me, not knowing who I am 
and what I’m going through. Not knowing the pain I withhold in order to 
‘fit in’. To appear more ‘normal’ and like them.

“Fake a smile and it’ll all be okay,” is what they say, isn’t it? Maybe 
not quite, but it distracts them from asking why I keep sitting there in 
complete silence and overloading my brain with a series of numbers and 
anxiety induced stress.

So, I relax my cheek muscles and gather the courage to smile. Not too 
much, so it doesn’t look like a university prospectus with happy students 
smiling but hiding the true despair of their pain. But enough to make it 
seem like nothing, and absolutely nothing is wrong with me.

I look around once more, taking in the sights and the euphoria at 
present.

 I truly am just a small fish in a big world. 

If you have experienced similar thoughts, please don’t stay quiet 
about it. Below are some useful links, both within the university and 

without:

Student services: https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/currentstudents/healthyu/
mental-health/bodymind.aspx

Nottingham services: https://www.nottinghamshire.gov.uk/care/
adult-social-care/mental-health-wellbeing

Your Ghost
by Annie Brown

It’s your funeral, Lou.

Honestly, I expected to be here; but a long, long way down the road. 
I’d be wearing both our weddings rings on my finger, clutching the funeral 
pamphlet I’d designed with pictures and hymns that I’d chosen for you.

I expected to be wearing a black dress suitable for someone of the old 
age I should have been. I imagined you would have told me made me look 
like my mother, or worse my grandmother, and I’d have worn it purely to 
give you one last reason to laugh at me from wherever you were now.

The thought of you laughing would have made me smile through the 
tears.

But, yesterday morning, the postman pushed through a handful of 
letters, and Weena barked like she always does, her freshly muddy paws 
dancing up and down on the post.

I picked up the letters, and flicked through absent-mindedly, bill, bill, 
bill- wait. The last letter. In a cream coloured envelope, a first-class postage 
stamp attached in the top right-hand corner, a muddy pawprint on the 
bottom left.

I didn’t even know what it was until I opened it. 

And then I knew everything, all at once. My unanswered letters. It 
all came tumbling down to one invitation card, crushed beneath my 
trembling fingers.

I had to sit down, and I did, immediately, sliding down the wall, unable 
to stand, helpless and shaken, the air stolen from my lungs. One invitation 
had the power to wreck me. Of course, this invitation was even worse than 
first one I received, so many years earlier. The invitation to your wedding.

https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/currentstudents/healthyu/mental-health/bodymind.aspx
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/currentstudents/healthyu/mental-health/bodymind.aspx
https://www.nottinghamshire.gov.uk/care/adult-social-care/mental-health-wellbeing
https://www.nottinghamshire.gov.uk/care/adult-social-care/mental-health-wellbeing
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My tears blurred my vision and I tried to make out what the card said, 
but by now Weena was bounding all over me, her tail whacking my body 
and her mouth trying to get around the card to steal it. I knew I had to 
stand up, and I did, but fell back against the wall, unable to stand on my 
own, like half of me had been taken.

I stared blankly at the invite, the same ghastly cream as the envelope, 
adorned with silver floral embellishments that looked dull under the light. 

In loving memory: Louis David Rosson. Please join us in celebrating his life 
at…

My eyes couldn’t read any more words. There was a photograph 
included of you, Lou, and it broke my heart to see it wasn’t recent. You 
were young, full of life, your eyes shining even on the dull matte of the 
paper. You were the Lou when you were mine, and now you were dead.

I wondered for a moment how anyone even knew to find me. Who had 
come looking for your ghost after all these years? Had you asked them to 
in your final breaths, or was it out of polite courtesy to invite the past into 
the present to say goodbye?

I bent down and reached back out for Weena, my perpetual angel of 
solace, hugging her golden fur to me. The fur you’d once stroked when she 
was just a puppy, not the old lady she was growing into now. You’ll never 
be an old man, now, Lou.

I thought about not going. It would have been simpler. It had been 
years, and hurt I’d avoided for almost a decade would inevitably resurface. 
But how could I not? I’d have moved heaven and earth for one more 
chance to see you, one last chance to pretend you were still mine.

And this was my last chance to do so.

So, I did what I needed to do. I bought a black dress, too slim and 
fitted to my thirty-six-year-old body. I should be older than this, Lou. We 
should be.

I turned up to a church I’d never been to, not knowing anyone inside. 
Half of me was expecting you to still be alive and ask me what I was doing 
here. But you weren’t. You didn’t greet me at the old church doors, and 
that’s when I realised it was real.

A real funeral with people weeping quietly, some loudly, arms around 
shoulders, hands clutching fingers. There were bouquets of flowers 
adorning your dark mahogany coffin.

The most striking read ‘DAD’ in crisp, white lilies, the golden stamens 
glinting at me like judgemental eyes from the back of the church, 
accusingly asking me why I was here. Why I’d break the wall to enter a 
scene I should have no part in.

I tried the whole time to pretend it was just a funeral. I tried to tell 
myself you could have been anyone, maybe someone I didn’t really know, I 
was merely here as a favour to a friend.

I’d tried to be what I always pretended to be when it came to you, Lou; 
indifferent, dishonest, cold, unfeeling. But I felt the tears come down my 
face at the mention of your name, my tongue pressed violently to the roof 
of my mouth, my breathing shallow. How could it be an ordinary funeral?

It was your funeral, Lou. 

And it was the last time I’d ever see you.
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The President’s Letter
by Matthew Bird

What a year the Creative Writing Society has had! Lit Circles have 
covered every genre you can think of from fantasy and sci-fi to crime, 
romance and everything in between. This year we tried something different 
and had an equal number of Lit Circles not relating to a specific genre, 
and instead focussing on an aspect of the writing process, such as dialogue, 
setting, and even using music as inspiration. The final Lit Circle of the 
year, though, had a bit of everything, featuring everyone’s favourite tasks 
as decided by the committee and members. This, of course, resulted in 
brilliantly bizarre and delightfully devious stories representing the many 
styles and voices our society has to offer, some of which you may have just 
read!

As President, I have delighted in running Lit Circles and devising 
Murder Mysteries, but the Society has only achieved what it has thanks to 
the dedicated committee behind the scenes (and often front of stage).

Claire has redefined the role of Editor, transforming the magazine 
into the fantastic Firelight you now hold in your hands (or read on 
your screen). Each issue, I have looked forward to seeing the new cover 
and reading the stories and poems within. The addition of illustrations 
within the magazine has allowed us to showcase the creative talents of 
our members beyond writing. I am looking forward to seeing Charlotte 
continue Claire’s work, and add her own mark to the magazine.

Katherine has been as social a Social Sec as one could hope for, bringing 
ideas and support to our activities with a seemingly endless supply of 
energy. From the Society’s first ever off-campus social at the local bowling 
alley to playing the devilishly devious Taskmaster in her take on the 
popular TV gameshow, this year has been more social than ever thanks to 
Katherine. I know Ravi has many of his own ideas to bring to the Society, 
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so watch this space! Of course, socials don’t happen for free, so Becky has 
diligently kept track of our spending and ensured that money flows in the 
right directions. Tom will be filling very organised boots!

Our General Secretary, Will, has kept the committee on track, 
minuting and uploading our regular committee meetings and ensuring the 
democratic process was upheld (and in the presence of pizza) at the AGM. 
Though, like all the Committee, Will worked beyond his role, regularly 
hosting and planning Lit Circles. The role of Gen Sec had grown from 
previous years to encompass welfare, and as such a form was created to 
allow continuous feedback from members to the committee. Philippa has 
many ideas for growing this aspect of the role, which I look forward to 
seeing implemented.

Ensuring all the members know what’s happening, when and where 
is the responsibility of the Web Master. Every Sunday, without fail, all 
members of the Society receive the best email of the week, telling them 
what’s going on. Of course, Maddie has done more than just emails and 
social media. She co-presents our brand-new podcast, Off the Page, and 
prevents the entire show being derailed by tangents and keeps me sane 
when I have to rerecord Book of the Week for take 15! I am extremely 
pleased that Maddie will be continuing on for a third year as Master of all 
things Web.

I am extremely proud of what we as a committee have achieved. Our 
hard work has been recognised by the University of Nottingham Students’ 
Union by declaring us a Gold Society for the first time in our history. I 
even have the golden star balloon (even if it is nearly depleted of helium 
and floating limply off the edge of my desk) next to me as I write this 
letter.

It has been a genuine honour to lead the Society which played such 
a pivotal role in my undergraduate years at the University. When I first 
joined the Society in 2013 (yes, I’m old) I was nervous and scared to read 
my work aloud. If you had suggested I would one day be running the 
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Society, I would have laughed (not out loud, of course, but I’d have smiled 
shyly and been confused internally). The Society is more than just a place 
to write creatively. It is a place to develop on a personal level and make life-
long friends and memories that will last a lifetime.

To those who will be leaving the University this year, I wish you the 
very best of luck in your future endeavours, and please keep in touch with 
the Society. And those who will be continuing at UoN, well, you’re stuck 
with me as President for another year. I hope you have a fun and relaxing 
summer break, and I look forward to seeing you again in September.

Yours creatively,

Matthew Bird 
President of the Creative Writing Society

Illustration of Creative Writing Committee, old and new, by Leila Craven
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WHat We Do

Lit Circle
Our main event and mid-week pick-me-up. Each week a new theme is 
explored through a range of activities and prompts. Members can share their 
writing, or just sit back and enjoy the musings of others.*

Free Writing
Got a character to create or rhyme to refine? Unwritten essays haunting your 
sleep? Come to free writing to work on projects in a friendly environment.*

Coffeeshop Critiques
Be it a chapter of your novel, the pinnacle of your poetry collection, or a fun 
experimental piece, join us for some friendly critiquing over a nice cuppa.*

Take a look at our regular events throughout the year. 
Please note: our events are exclusively for members of the University   
of Nottingham Creative Writing Society.*

Podcast and Blog
It was a long time coming, but our podcast Off the Page is finally up and 
running, and already four episodes in! Hear us read our work, mess up 
reading, and all-round have a good time at http://bit.ly/offthepageuon

Our blog showcases some of the best writing our members have to offer; in 
fiction, poetry and non-fiction. You can find out more at uncws.com

Want More?
Follow us online for more information about who we are and 
what we do and, of course, for more writing!

@

Keep up to date:

See what we’re up to:

Buy a membership (UoN students and alumni only):

Let us know what you think:

UoN Creative Writing Society

@uon_cw

uoncreativewriting

uncws.com

bit.ly/uonCW

uoncreativewriting@gmail.com

http://bit.ly/offthepageuon

https://www.facebook.com/UoNCreativeWritingSociety
https://twitter.com/uon_cw?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/uoncreativewriting/
http://uncws.com
http://bit.ly/uonCW
http://bit.ly/offthepageuon
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All pieces were written by members of the University of 
Nottingham Creative Writing Society. Thank you to all who 
submitted writing and illustrations! Please go to our blog 
uncws.com for more of their fantastic work.
Special thanks to Tomekah George for her beautiful 
Nottingham-inspired front cover. Tomekah is a local illustrator 
and animator from Basford.
She enjoys creating colourful and textual illustration, often 
with an element of collage, as she is drawn to things which have 
layers that develop multiple stories.
You can find more of her work here: 

Thank you to our contributors

  
@tameks_g

 
www.tomekahgeorge.com

Prompts
• Take a piece from the magazine and write a response or 

an alternative ending.

• The last thing you ate is now the only thing you can eat. 
How does that change your life?

• Take an ordinary image from your everyday life, such as 
the postbox you walk past on the way to work, and add 
a touch of hidden magic to it when your back is turned.

Copyright of the University of Nottingham Creative Writing Society ©

Thanks for reading!

https://www.instagram.com/tameks_g/?hl=en
http://www.tomekahgeorge.com



